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Providing an holistic approach to IMS technologies, IMS: A Development and Deployment Perspective explores service architecture for development and delivery of IMS services.  Approaching IMS from the perspective of the user and the service provider it examines both the current state of deployment and future trends. The book offers a realistic view of IMS deployment to operators and service providers, giving practical examples, application cases and business models. It also presents IMS deployment strategies based on real-life deployment statistics from a live IMS test bed connected to an operator network and proof-of-concept applications including inter-operability trials and results.
    

    Focusing on IMS potential in terms of service creation, service composition and service provision the book discusses the ability of IMS to act not only as a service delivery framework, but also as a service integration framework. It presents the possible future of IMS in terms of convergence with Internet services, including discussions about integration with web technologies including the WIMS 2.0 initiative. The book enables a better understanding of how web technologies can complement the IMS service architecture and pioneer the post-IMS progress and success.    

    

	Presents a novel service-oriented approach to IMS services and applications from a deployment perspective       
	Places IMS in the context of the current telecom environment providing business models through WIMS 2.0 initiative      
	Predicts the trends and potential future for the IMS evolution      
	Provides a technical foundation to IMS principles and architecture      
	Gives examples and solutions to the challenges of service creation and implementation and analyses deployment hurdles and interoperability trials      
	Describes trends of convergence based on IMS and Web technologies      
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GeocomputationCRC Press, 2000

	GeoComputation (GC) is a follow-on revolution that is occurring after the
	introduction of geographical information systems (GIS). It is expected to gather
	speed and momentum in the first decade of the 21st century. The rationale
	behind this latest revolution is quite simple. When we have finished creating our
	GIS databases, set up our...
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Ultrafast Infrared Vibrational SpectroscopyCRC Press, 2013

	The advent of laser-based sources of ultrafast infrared pulses has extended the study of very fast molecular dynamics to the observation of processes manifested through their effects on the vibrations of molecules. In addition, non-linear infrared spectroscopic techniques make it possible to examine intra- and intermolecular interactions and...
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Practical Packet Analysis: Using Wireshark to Solve Real-World Network ProblemsNo Starch Press, 2007
It's easy enough to install Wireshark and begin capturing packets off the wire--or from the air. But how do you interpret those packets once you've captured them? And how can those packets help you to better understand what's going on under the hood of your network? Practical Packet Analysis shows how to use Wireshark to capture and then...
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The Philosophy of Mathematical PracticeOxford University Press, 2008
Contemporary philosophy of mathematics offers us an embarrassment of riches. Among the major areas of work one could list developments of the classical foundational programs, analytic approaches to epistemology and ontology of mathematics, and developments at the intersection of history and philosophy of mathematics. But anyone familiar with...
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Networks: Design and ManagementOrchard Publications, 2002
Networks are groups of computers that communicate by either cable or wireless transmissions. By the use of computer networking, we can share data with others. Today, all businesses, small or large use some type of computers and most use computer networking to handle their daily business operations such as bookkeeping, inventory tracking, document...
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Internet Security: A Jumpstart for Systems Administrators and IT ManagersDigital Press, 2003
Internet Security discusses not only the technology needed to support  a solid security strategy, but also those policies and processes that must be  incorporated in order for that strategy to work.

New methods of breaking into corporate networks are resulting in major  losses. This book provides the latest information on how to...
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